
Abstract. Prostate cancer has become one of the most
common malignancies worldwide. Although lacking in
specificity its diagnosis is still based partially on the serum-
based test for prostate-specific antigen. As its pathogenesis
has not yet been deciphered, the ongoing search for new and
more reliable biomarkers remains a challenge to stratify disease
onset and progression. Matrix-assisted laser desorption/
ionization (MALDI)-Imaging is a promising technique to
assist in this endeavor. It delivers accurate mass spectrometric
information of the sample's proteins and enables the
visualization of the spatial distribution of protein expression
profiles and correlation of the information with the histo-
morphological features of the same tissue section. This study
describes the analysis of 22 prostate sections (11 with and 11
without prostate cancer) by MALDI-Imaging. Specific protein
expression patterns were obtained for normal and cancerous
regions within the tissue sections. Applying a ‘support vector
machine’ algorithm to classify the cancerous from the non-
cancerous regions, an overall cross-validation, a sensitivity
and specificity of 88, 85.21 and 90.74%, respectively, was
achieved. Additionally four distinctively overexpressed
peaks were identified: 2,753 and 6,704 Da for non-cancerous
glands, and 4,964 and 5,002 Da for cancerous glands. The
results of this first clinical study utilizing the new technique
of MALDI-Imaging underline its vast potential to identify
candidates for more reliable prostate cancer tumor markers
and to enlighten the pathogenesis of prostate cancer.

Introduction

Prostate cancer (PCa) is one of the most common malignancies
in men worldwide including Germany. Estimated numbers of

the German Cancer Society for 2002 included 48,650
(22.3%) prostate cancer diagnoses and 11,422 (10.4%)
prostate cancer deaths (1). Detecting PCa is based on serum
measurement of prostate-specific antigen (PSA) together
with a digital rectal examination (2). Both diagnostic tools
(alone or in combination) however lack specificity (3-6).
Especially, PSA values <15 μg/l cannot distinguish between
carcinoma and benign prostate hyperplasia (BPH) (7). Above
all, elevated PSA levels can be caused by different diseases
apart from cancer, e.g. prostatitis and BPH, respectively (8).
Excluding these external factors, variations in PSA levels
may even range as much as ±30% over a three-month
observation period (9) resulting in a positive predictive value
of only 47% (10). According to the current literature there is
a consensus, that at the present time only the size of the
prostate and not the size of the actual carcinoma is
represented by the PSA value (11). 

Additionally, a currently unsolved problem is the
determination of the clinical significance of the diagnosed
PCa. For example, the risk that early-stage PCa will develop
into significant PCa is believed to be quite low (12) and is
probably only life-threatening in up to 10% of cases (13).
However, due to the absence of a reliable and accurate
biomarker to identify significant PCas and to monitor non-
significant PCas, all patients are treated as harboring
significant PCa.

Proteomics is a versatile new science. Its usage ranges
from basic research to clinical proteomics (14). The latter
focuses on potential diagnostic application. Expression
protein profiling methods provide promising results regarding
the identification of biomarkers capable of distinguishing
between normal and disease states, which would especially
benefit prostate cancer diagnosis (15). Typically, cells of
interest within tissue samples must be microdissected
carefully and lysed prior to matrix-assisted laser desorption/
ionization time of flight (MALDI-TOF) mass spectrometry
(MS) (16). The techniques used are well established but
tedious (17). In addition the minimal requirement of protein
content (cell number) may be difficult to obtain. One emerging
and promising new technique for protein analysis from intact
biological tissues is MALDI-Imaging mass spectrometry
(IMS) (18). Basically it is a development from the well-
established single-cell detection techniques based on
MALDI-TOF (19,20). A single cryostat section is sufficient
for analysis. Therefore this method overcomes all of the
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problems described above and additionally enables
access to the spatial distribution of proteins in a tissue sample
(21). Moreover, this information can be correlated with
histologic features of the same section by optical microscopy
(22,23).

In this report we present the results of an initial clinical
study using IMS on cancerous and non-cancerous prostate
sections. We discovered proteomic alterations, which may
facilitate the understanding of this highly variable disease
and could lead to the identification of potential new marker
molecules for prostate cancer. Furthermore we proved the
feasibility of this new technique resulting in a good spatial
distribution of protein even in a complex heterogeneous
tissue section.

Materials and methods

Sample collection and patient specimens. Tissue specimens
were collected from patients undergoing a radical
prostatectomy at the Department of Urology, RWTH Aachen
University, under routine protocol. Briefly, tissue from the
peripheral zone at the dorsal part of the prostate was obtained
from fresh prostatectomy specimens, immediately snap frozen
and stored at -80˚C. One cryosection was H&E stained for
examination by a board-certified pathologist for histological
classification. Eleven samples with cancer and 11 samples
without cancer were used for this study. Gleason score was 6
(4), 7 (4) and 9 (3), respectively. All specimens were procured
from patients giving informed consent and with the approval
of the Ethics Commission (EK 122/04). 

Sample preparation. Samples were frozen on a cryostat steel
plate using as little OCT (Optimal Cutting Temperature)
polymer as possible to avoid contamination of the section
with OCT. Sections (10 μm thick) were cut with a stainless
steel microtome blade and mounted onto conductive glass
slides (Bruker Daltonics, Germany). Slides were washed in
70% ethanol (HPLC grade) for 30 sec and in 96% ethanol
(HPLC grade) for 15 sec. Sections were allowed to dry and
were stored at -80˚C. Prior to matrix application, slides were
marked with dots of liquid white-out, and native sections
were photographed using a low magnification microscope.
Matrix solution consisted of 180 mg sinapinic acid matrix
(Bruker, #203073) in 5,000 μl LC-MS water, 5,000 μl
acetonitrile and 10 μl TFA (tri-fluoro acetic acid) (all high
pure reagents from Sigma). Sections were carefully spray
coated using a TLC (Thin Layer Chromatography) spraying
device (Sigma) made of glass. Repeated spray-drying cycles
were performed at a 30 cm distance from the slide to obtain
an optimal matrix deposition. Care was taken to standardize
the matrix application throughout the case number. 

Following the imaging experiments as described below,
slides were incubated twice in methanol (100%, at room
temperature for 5 min) and once in acetone (100%, at room
temperature for 5 min) to remove the matrix and optimize
tissue fixation. After air drying, slides were stained using
regular H&E protocol (24) to confirm diagnosis by a board-
certified pathologist and to correlate MS data with the
histological features of the same section.

MS analysis. All imaging experiments were performed on a
Reflex IV MALDI-TOF-MS (Bruker) using FlexImaging 2.0
software (Bruker) to control the analysis. The picture of the
native section together with the liquid white-out dots was
used to teach the software. At each measuring point 20
sufficient laser shots were averaged per spectrum. The spot
raster was set to 200 μm resulting in a good compromise
between the resulting file size and spatial resolution power. 

Data analysis was performed using ClinProTools 2.0
software (Bruker) to distinguish between normal and
cancerous tissue. Therefore, regions of interest were designated
on each sample representing normal and cancerous areas,
respectively. The latter consisted typically of about 50 single
measuring points. The spectra of these regions were exported
to ClinProTools and statistical analysis was performed using
a five-dimensional genetic algorithm and a ‘support vector
machine’ algorithm (SVM), respectively. According to the
Bruker homepage www.bdal.de, the genetic algorithm is a
stochastic search algorithm, which mimics evolution in
nature. It is used for the optimization of an objective function
(fitness function) for a large number of solutions, which are
termed peak combinations. It considers many possible peak
combinations simultaneously. To this the genetic algorithm
defines numerous preselections of five peaks, which are tested
for their classifying capability. The SVM is historically a
classifier and not a feature selection algorithm. SVM tries to
find a hyperplane that separates one or more classes. In the
simplest case, the SVM helps to determine an optimal hyper-
plane separating two clouds of data. The algorithm tries to
find this line in a multidimensional space. Our generated
models were then used to classify each spectrum of the
sample into the normal or cancerous group. Exporting these
data into FlexImaging enabled us to visualize the results of
the section classification in a color-encoded depiction.

Results

Using MALDI-Imaging mass spectrometry on prostate tissue
sections resolved on average up to 85 peaks ranging from
1-20 kDa. On every section, the regions of interest were
defined, resembling representative regions of predominantly
cancerous and non-cancerous glands, respectively. Fig. 1
illustrates the overall sum spectra of these regions of interest,
showing protein profiles from 1-15 kDa. Within this mass
range a number of differentially expressed proteins were
detected. After exporting the spectra obtained within these
regions to ClinProTools software, we were able to identify a
proteomic pattern, which in turn clearly distinguished
between cancerous and non-cancerous regions within the
prostate tissue section. Based on an SVM algorithm generated
by the software, cancerous and non-cancerous regions were
discriminated with an overall cross-validation of 88%
resulting in a sensitivity and a specificity of 85.21 and
90.74%, respectively. This algorithm was based on 22 peaks
of different masses ranging from 1.4-12.4 kDa. Four out of
these 22 peaks were of special interest due to their higher
impact on the classification: 2,753 and 6,704 Da for non-
cancerous glands, and 4,964 and 5,002 Da for cancerous
glands, respectively. Secondarily a five-dimensional genetic
algorithm was generated, resulting in an overall cross-
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Figure 1. Overall sum spectra in the mass range of 1-15 kDa (m/z) obtained from all cancerous regions of interest (red) and all non-cancerous regions of
interest (green) from all 22 sections, respectively. Arrows indicate the five peaks used to generate the genetic algorithm. 

Figure 2. Representative images of H&E-stained sections of normal prostate tissue (A) and prostate tissue with cancerous regions (B). The inserts show
enlarged views of the regions of interest with non-cancerous glands (A) and cancerous glands (B) (bar, 10 μm). Class images of the very same sections:
normal prostate tissue (C) and prostate tissue with cancerous regions (D). Green, normal; red, cancerous, and non-colored, unclassified. H&E staining was
performed after mass spectrometric analysis and removal of the matrix. Black points (A and B) and grey points (C and D) visible near tissue sections resemble
teaching points with liquid white-out.
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validation, sensitivity and specificity of 77, 70 and 84%,
respectively. The five peaks used in the algorithm are marked
in Fig. 1. Their masses ranged from 2.7-8.5 kDa and contained
the four masses from the SVM algorithm mentioned above. 

When spectra obtained by IMS from the sections were
imported into ClinProTools software, classification of each
spectrum into one of the two different classes, cancerous and
normal, was possible. Therefore the generated support vector
machine algorithm was applied. Two representative sections,
one without and one with cancer are depicted in Fig. 2. H&E-
stained sections (Fig. 1A and B) were the same sections used
for imaging. Staining was performed after imaging and
removal of the matrix. By exporting the classification results
back into the FlexImaging software, we generated a class
image (Fig. 2C and D). Green was used for non-cancerous
tissue and red for cancerous tissue. Pixels neither green nor
red were due to unclassified spectra. The class image resembled
the H&E image making cancerous regions easily visible.

Discussion

The ongoing search for new and reliable tumor markers for
prostate cancer is underlined by the fact that it has become
one of the most commonly diagnosed malignancies in men
worldwide (25). Identifying such biomarkers could improve
tumor diagnosis and treatment as well as cost efficient
management. The latter is of growing importance in light of
shrinking health care budgets. Both molecular and proteomic
studies every so often have been hampered by the limited
availability of the cells of interest, which need to be isolated
from heterogeneous tissue by tedious microdissection
techniques. The number of lysed cells necessary for a single
MS spectrum ranges from 1,000 (26) to ~50,000 (27)
depending on the sensitivity necessary and the protocol used.
IMS was initially developed out of single-cell detection
techniques (19,20), which in turn do not need cellular lysates
but analyze single intact cells. The next logical step towards
a 2-D layer of cells (tissue section) was subsequently
performed by Caprioli and coworkers (28), who basically
invented the method of IMS and developed most of the
contemporary protocol. IMS allows for the correlation of
MS-driven data with histologic images avoiding
microdissection by an elegant manner. It overcomes most
problems associated with the limitation of biological sample
material, as it requires only one frozen tissue section for
highly sensitive proteomic analysis resulting in a proteome
map. The latter contains high spatial resolution and allows
the correlation of this information with histomorphologic
features of the very same tissue section.

By comparing cancerous and non-cancerous regions we
identified several proteins upregulated and downregulated
respectively in a class-specific pattern. Using a ‘support vector
machine’ algorithm, both region types could be clearly
distinguished from each other with an overall cross-validation,
a sensitivity and specificity of 88, 85.21 and 90.74%,
respectively. By applying this algorithm to every spectrum of
a section obtained by IMS, a class image was generated.
Therein, spectra classified into the cancerous group were
represented by red pixels and spectra out of the non-cancerous
group by green pixels. When comparing the class image with

H&E images of the very same section, cancerous and non-
cancerous regions on both images were congruent and easily
visible. At first sight this new technique seemed to only
confirm a histological-driven diagnosis of malignancies with
information of protein expression. With a protein signature
however, which is disease specific, a diagnostic tool was
created. Therefore the next logical step will be address the
identification of differentially expressed proteins identified in
this study. 

Unclassified spectra, represented by non-colored pixels
were due to either spectra that neither belonged to the
cancerous nor to the non-cancerous group or spectra of non-
sufficient quality, i.e. null spectra. The latter is a result of the
process of matrix application. By spray coating with a TLC
sprayer, even when performed in a standardized manner and
with great care, some areas of the sections were covered with
less matrix than other areas (data not shown). This problem
can be overcome by applying the matrix in an automated
manner by machine.

As this is the first study applying this new technique on
prostate tissue sections, the only studies with which to
compare are based on tissue lysates. Cazares and coworkers
(29) identified several small molecular mass peptides or
proteins differentially expressed in normal, benign,
preneoplastic and malignant epithelial cells utilizing surface-
enhanced laser desorption/ionization (SELDI) mass
spectrometry. In 22% of the preneoplastic and 29% of the
malignant epithelial cells, an overexpression of an 8,445 Da
protein was found when compared with matched normal
samples. Additionally two other proteins (3,448 and 4,749 Da)
were overexpressed in cancerous samples and a 5,666 Da
protein was mostly overexpressed in BPH samples. In our
study we detected a 3,441 and an 8,450 Da protein with
increased expression in cancerous regions of the prostate. Two
other proteins (4,747 and 5,652 Da) showed a slight
overexpression in the cancerous regions. Minor differences in
the masses may have been due to the differences in the two
approaches that were utilized. 

In another study Wright and coworkers (30) described a
3,574 Da protein upregulated in PCa samples when compared
with normal prostate cell lysates using SELDI. When
applying IMS we identified a 3,588 Da protein over-
expressed in normal regions. The differences in the protein
mass and the expression status may have been the result of
applying different techniques.

Several other MS-based studies were able to pinpoint
different proteins upregulated and downregulated in cancerous
prostate gland and the adjacent stroma (31-33) that we were
not able to confirm. 

In this study we were able to demonstrate the feasibility
of IMS for classification of prostate tissue samples. We
identified differential protein expression between normal and
malignant regions of the prostate sections. Using pattern
recognition algorithms a sensitive and specific classification
model was generated. IMS is a promising technique for
proteomic maps of single cryostat sections with high spatial
resolution. In addition MS data can be correlated to
histomorphological information. IMS analysis has potential
clinical importance as it may support or enable computer-
assisted clinical evaluation of tissue specimens. 
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